Our Real Strength
By Anna Von Reitz

Our real strength is our family, so what have our enemies sought to destroy?

Our unborn babies, our relationships with each other, the sacred bond between man and wife, the resilient fiber of extended families and community relationships.

We've suffered a holocaust brought on by "relativism" and "upward mobility" --- which is really just chasing around after corporate jobs, because the corporations have destroyed our hometowns with their box stores and their corporate taxes foisted off on private people via their own private courts, which always (96-plus percent of the time) find against the victim of their "system" as in con game, as in criminal "system", as in racket.

We've been living in a psychopathic version of hell, where everything and everyone is upside down and for sale.

This week alone, I have twelve funerals to attend to, victims ages 12 to 77, a little school girl collapsed at her piano lessons in Minnesota, and an Oxford don in his apartments, slumped forward over a cup of tea.

In between are all the other ages and faces, people I've known, people I am related to one way or another, by blood or kinship of spirit or academic pursuit, and these sweet souls "passing on" because they were thoughtful and trusting --- and what did they trust?

Foreign commercial corporations masquerading as our government.

Subcontractors so lax that they didn't bother to do their own work, and farmed it all out instead to "agencies" and "commissions" and "councils of experts" --- like the so-called
"National Security Council" which turns out to be a multi-national bunch of hacks, with all the key positions left vacant.

What? We, the National Security Council, should have a legislative liaison keeping the Congress abreast of our activities and decisions? Whatever for?

We, the National Security Council, should have a liaison keeping the President informed? Nonsense!

We, the National Security Council, should have a member working the Border Crisis as a security issue? National borders---whoever heard of such an idea?

Well, we did, Bonzo. And we, your Employers, are just an itsy-bitsy tad bit fed up and sick of you all, especially as we watch our food production facilities and oil refineries being torched and our Southern Border overrun.

The best vengeance will be when we remember who we are and remember our families and our communities and our values, and suddenly appear.

There will be blood and there will be angels. The very spirit of the Primal Creator will carry away the guilty, so that all who remain will rejoice.
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